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	Handbook of Numerical Analysis : Special Volume: Foundations of Computational Mathematics, 9780444512475 (0444512470), Elsevier Limited, 2003
A long time ago, when younger and rasher mathematicians, we both momentarily harboured the ambition that one day, older and wiser, we might write a multivolume treatise titled “On the Mathematical Foundations of Numerical Analysis”. And then it dawned that such a creation already exists: it is called ‘a mathematics library’. Indeed, it is almost impossible to identify a mathematical theme, no matter how ‘pure’, that has never influenced numerical reasoning: analysis of all kinds, of course, but also algebra, graph theory, number theory, probability theory, differential geometry, combinatorial topology, category theory . . . The mainspring of numerical analysis is, indeed, the entire aquifer of mathematics, pure and applied, and this is an enduring attraction of the discipline. Good luck to those content to spend their entire mathematical existence toiling in a narrow specialism; our choice is an activity that borrows eclectically, indeed with abandon, from all across the mathematical landscape.

Text contains essays covering computational mathematics. Topics include geometric integration and its applications, linear programming and condition numbers under the real number computation model, and chaos in finite difference scheme.
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Python in Practice: Create Better Programs Using Concurrency, Libraries, and Patterns (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Winner of the 2014 Jolt Award for "Best Book"


	 


	“Whether you are an experienced programmer or are starting your career, Python in Practice is full of valuable advice and example to help you improve your craft by thinking about...


		

Green Computing with Emerging Memory: Low-Power Computation for Social InnovationSpringer, 2012

	This book describes computing innovation, using non-volatile memory for a sustainable world. It appeals to both computing engineers and device engineers by describing a new means of lower power computing innovation, without sacrificing performance over conventional low-voltage operation. Readers will be introduced to methods of design and...


		

Counterfeit Integrated Circuits: Detection and AvoidanceSpringer, 2015

	This timely and exhaustive study offers a much-needed examination of the scope and consequences of the electronic counterfeit trade.  The authors describe a variety of shortcomings and vulnerabilities in the electronic component supply chain, which can result in counterfeit integrated circuits (ICs).  Not only does this book provide...





	

Expert MySQL (Expert's Voice in Databases)Apress, 2012

	Expert MySQL is the leading reference for learning, understanding, and extending the MySQL server. It unlocks the full promise of open source by showing how to modify the code, create your own storage engine, build your own authentication plugins, and even add your own functions and commands to the SQL language. No other book...


		

Car Audio For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Welcome to Car Audio For Dummies! My goal in writing this book is to provide you with all the information you need to build the car audio system of your dreams. Whether you want a car audio system that makes it seem as if your favorite band is performing right on top of your dashboard, one that can keep a carload of passengers entertained with...

		

Knight's 24-Hour Trainer: Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Integration Services (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
A unique book-and-video package for learning Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services
    If you need a practical, hands-on introduction to Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Integration Services (SSIS), this book and video package from foremost SSIS authority Brian Knight gets you thoroughly up to speed. Each lesson in the book...
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